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1.Product Specification
 Model: AF-M2
 Size: 82x70x35mm
 Reading error: The error between degrees indicated before and after magnetic needle

deflection ≤±0.5.
Error caused by eccentricity when magnetic needle is in 0°--180°,
90--270°≤±0.5.
Error of clinometer degree ≤±0.5 .

 Sensitivity of the
water level:

The long water level is 15’±3’/2mm
The round water level is 30’±5’/2mm

 Damping time of magnetic needle (time of magnetic needle deflects about 90°to be static in the
original location) < 10”

2.Application
 Measure the occurrence: trend, tendency, dip angle
 Sketch survey of terrain: determine the direction, measure the slope toe, set the level.
Measure the vertical angle.
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3. Principles and structures
3.1 Principles: this instrument takes advantage of the interaction of magnetic substance

(magnetic needle) and the earth magnetic field, which has the feature of pointing out certain direction of
magnetic meridian.
The direction of magnetic meridian is determined by referring to the scale on the dial and set goal. The
unknown degree of another target can b measured based on two selected measure points (or the
known measure points).

3.2 Structure:
Fig. 1
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① Short Diopter
② Upper Cover
③ Retroreflector
④ Line Of Sight
⑤ Connection Hinge

⑥ Magnetic Needle Brake
⑦ Horizontal Circle
⑧ Vertical Circle
⑨ Long Diopter
⑩ Base

⑪ Round Water Level
⑫ Long Water Level
⑬ Magnetic Needle
⑭ Vertical circle Indicator
⑮ Magnetic Declination Regulator

 the Upper Cover②and Base⑩ form the main body of the instrument through the Connection
Hinge⑤.

 The Retroreflector③ is installed in the Upper Cover②, which can make the target reflected in the
Retroreflector③ so as to observe the target.

 The Long Diopter⑨ is installed in the exterior of the Base⑩, which can aim the target with the
assistance of Short Diopter①.

 The Horizontal Circle⑦ and Magnetic Needle⑬ are installed in the Base⑩ so as to read the
direction value of the target directly.

 The Round Water Level ⑪ can be used to determine the horizontal position of the instrument.
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 The Long Water Level⑫ and Vertical circle Indicator⑭ as well as Vertical Circle⑧ can be used to
measure the vertical angle.

 The Magnetic Needle Brake⑥ of magnetic needle is the braking mechanism of the magnetic needle,
which can protect the magnetic needle⑬ when the instrument is not used.

 The magnetic declination adjustment screw⑮ is fitted in the side of the base.
This instrument has features of compact structure, small volume, convenient to carry, reliable accuracy
and stable performance etc.
4.Measure the occurrence (trend, tendency, dip angle)
Measure the trend:(the direction of dyke in horizontal projection)
Open the upper cover② to the position of 180° to the base⑩, adjust the magnetic declination of this
place, lean two long sides of the instrument to the characteristic side of the rock (the representative
side). Keep the bubble of round water level⑪ in the middle, and read the numbers indicated by the
North Pole (N) of the magnetic needle, which is the trend of the rock.
Measure the tendency: (vertical to the direction of the side indicated by the trend).
Lean the short edge of base plate under the connection hinge⑤ or the back side of the upper cover②
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to the characteristic side of the stable rock, keep the round water level⑪in the middle, and read the
numbers indicated by the North Pole (N) of the magnetic needle, which is the tendency of the rock.
Measure the dip angle: (the angle vertical to included angle of trend horizontal plane)
Open the upper cover② to the position of 180° to the base, make the side of instrument vertical to
the trend and closely stick to the characteristic side of the rock.

 The bubble on the long water level⑫ shall be kept in the middle with the adjusting handle in the
bottom of the base, read the numbers of dial⑧ indicating the verticality, which shall be dip angle of
the rock.

 In the actual measurement, it is available to measure only one of the trend and the dip angle,
because the trend and tendency are mutually perpendicular.

5.Sketch survey of the terrain (including: determine the direction,
measure the slope toe, set the level)
5.1 Determine the direction (the direction and location of the target. The direction determination
can also be called as intersection point)

（1）The measurement methods for targets above the line of sight (horizontal line)
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Hold the instrument with your right hand, make the upper cover② face the observer, keep the arms
by your side to reduce the shake, adjust the long diopter⑨ and retroreflector③ with the left hand, turn
the body to make the image of the target and the sighting point of the long diopter⑨ reflected into the
retroreflector③, and divided equally by the central line of the mirror.

 Keep the bubble of the round water level⑪ in the middle, and then read the numbers indicated by the
N pole of the magnetic needle ⑬ which shall be the direction of the target.

 By using the same methods as above, measure the same target in another measure point, thus the
same target can be measured in two measure points, and the number of degrees measured along
two lines can be obtained; intersect in the target and get the location of the target.
（2）The measurement methods for targets under the line of sight (horizontal line)

Hold the instrument with your right hand, make the upper cover② face the observer, keep the arms
by your side to reduce the shake, adjust the long diopter⑨ and upper cover② with the left hand, turn
the body to make the image of the target and the sighting point of the long diopter⑨ reflected into the
elliptical hole of retroreflector③, and divided equally by the central line of the mirror.

 Keep the bubble of the round water level⑪ in the middle, and then read the numbers indicated by
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the N pole of the magnetic needle, which shall be the direction of the target.
 By using the same methods as above, measure the same target in another measure point, thus the
same target can be measured in two measure points, and the number of degrees measured along
two lines can be obtained; intersect in the target and get the location of the target.

5.2 Measure the slope angle (the included angle from the observer to the horizontal plane)
Hold the instrument with your right hand, make the long diopter⑨ in one side of the observer, and
make the instrument plane vertical to the horizontal plane, and the long water level⑫ in the above.
 Adjust the upper cover② and long diopter⑨ with your left hand, make the hole of sighting points of
the target and long diopter⑨ divided equally by the scale mark of elliptical hole of retroreflector③.

 Then use the middle finger of your right hand to adjust the adjustment handle in the bottom of the
base⑩, observe whether the bubble of the long diopter⑨ is in the middle from the retroreflector③.

 At this moment, the number of degrees on vertical circle⑧ indicated by the indicator is the slope
angle of the target.

 To measure slope angle of a slope surface, just open the upper cover② to the position of 180° to the
base⑩, then place the side of the instrument in such slope surface, adjust the long water level⑫ to
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make the bubble in the middle, then read the number of degrees, which is the slope angle of such
slope surface. (The same to the dip angle in the measurement of occurrence).
5.3 Set the level

 Pull the long diopter⑨ to be in the same plane as the base⑩, pull the upper cover② to the position of
90° to the base⑩. Make the small sighting point of the upper cover② vertical and parallel to the
upper cover②.

Make the indicator of long water level⑫ at “0” degree of the vertical circle, and make the bubble in
the middle. The horizontal line shall be the line of sight crossing the sight hole on the sighting point
and the elliptical hole of retroreflector③.

6.Measure the vertical angle of object
Open the upper cover② to the position of 180° to the base⑩, make the side of instrument closely
stick to the characteristic side of the object, the adjust the long water level⑫ to make the bubble in
the middle.

At this time, the number of degrees indicated in the vertical indicator shall be the vertical angle of the
object.
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7. Matters need attention
Magnetic needle, shaft tip and agate bearing are the core parts of the instrument, which should be
protected carefully. When they are not in application, then the cover shall be closed to make the
magnetic needle and shaft tip in the separation status.

 The instrument shall be protected from high temperature and being exposed to the sun, so as to
prevent the water level from leaking and losing efficacy.

When the instrument is not used for a long time, then it shall be placed in the ventilated and dry place
so as to avoid mildew.

8.Contact us
info@aofar.com
service@aofar.com

engineer@aofar.com
URL : www.aofar.com


